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About This Game

Join Robb and Otto on an adventure!

Robbotto is a retro-inspired, arcade game. Play either solo or co-op, as you move from level to level, defeating all the enemies.

A gigantic space freighter was slowly gliding through the vastness of cosmos, when suddenly disaster struck! The ship flew
straight through a magnetic storm, causing all the robots and machines onboard to go crazy. Luckily, Robb and Otto, the ships

top maintenance robots were putting out a fire in the ships shield generator room, and didn't get affected by the storm. Now the
two unlikely heroes must travel through the ship and disable all the malfunctioning machines.

Classic Arcade Action
100 Levels

20 Different Enemies
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10 Huge Bosses
Single Player or Local Co-op
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Zombillie is a strange reiteration of Millie the centipede game. It's a mix of pac-man and snake all at once. This means that you
grow as you eat more dots on the level and you die when you hit your own tail or find yourself stuck. Fortunately, there are
special items such as cutting your tail shorter, the ability to turn on oil slick, a siren to go into the wrong way paths, and more.
What is unfortunate is that there are no new items to use compared to the original game Millie. There are 3 main worlds and 32
levels in each 8 of which are mini-games. While the game does not stray far at all from the original beyond the change of
graphics due to the centipede being a zombie centipede in this game, I still found it challenging and enjoyable. Pick it up if the
price is right, this definitely one you will find on sale during Steam's regular sales.. This was close to being a good game, but is
destroyed by the imbalance. It's exceedingly difficult to get started - the rewards for the risk are not worth it. A few simple
changes would fix this - the hero goes to a different dungeon with each attempt, and if he leaves before killing the boss, that
dungeon is over. You should never come back from a successful run in worse shape than you started. Give the player a chance
to rest, recover, and try again on a new dungeon without the constantly advancing difficulty,. It isn't polished, there are game-
breaking bugs (such as playing a card that is supposed to draw an additional card but it in fact does nothing) the storyline is
bleak and dialogue is repetitive, combat itself isn't even satisfying when you win. Every card you play feels like a punishment.
There is no real reward for playing well, you can basically close your eyes and cast all the cards in your hand in any order and
still win each battle. 0\/10 cannot recommend this to anyone at this time.. A fantastic twitch platformer, I just beat it in 1 sitting
but I'll definitely be going back for the secrets and achievments. Great soundtrack and it controls amazingly, the only knock
against it is that a few of the brighter levels can be a bit harder on the eyes. Well worth a go, there's a demo if you're unsure
about it.. it was short, the guns were not worth it, and there was almost no new content.
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Okay so this game basically has a long way to come before it gets any worth playing. It is very early to determine if this game
should be charging money to be played as it is basically not a complete or 1.0 version game.
Things the game lacks:
A proper introduction
A proper tutorial (when I mean proper I actually mean it)
Advice and prompts ingame to help progress (sometimes I have no clue of what to do)
Things like the drill and farm should have animations to prove they're working (i maybe didnt get them to work if thats the case
lol)

*incomplete and will be edited as I further understand the game*. Like Super Meat Boy a pretty addicting game for those
among us that love challenging difficult games and have no problem with fast actions and reactions and the sometimes really
evil time pressure.

Its worth the ten dollars and when it is on a sale it is a no brainer.

I give it a 10 seconds score :-). short-sweet VN. Awesome combination of Endless Legend type turn-based strategy and a CCG.
This early access title is already very well put together and it can only get better.. CS:GO Player Profiles
scenery changes that moves the story from location A to B to C and so on

good video.
. Seems like a solid game.
Runs smooth and looks good.
Though the difficulty of these puzzles was not worth it for me to continue, I credit the devs for a serious puzzle game, but my
head went backwards to many times...

so I refunded.

Part of me does wish you could rotate the viewing angle, but that's not how it was designed.. Very thin on content. Only a
handful of missions and the random missions get samey real quick. Still a couple of annoying glitches like the warp-loop
problem. The levelling/progress mechanism barely exists and there's no way to do anything even vaguely sophisticated such as
player ratings/reputations etc. The lobby system also leaves a lot to be desired. And it needs Uplay. And it's Ubisoft. :(

BUT. When it works, which is actually most of the time, it's probably the most enjoyable social experience you can have in VR
right now. And it's super solid fun. The sense of presence is terrific and the mapped hand/head movements of other players
really makes communicating and working together viable and fun in a way that simply has not been possible before. You have to
try it.

In short, it's everything the ads make it out to be and I thoroughly recommend it for anyone interested in the idea of a VR co-op
starship bridge simulator. And if you're an actual bona fide Star Trek fan you can absolutely forgive yourself for spending a bit
too much money on a game that's still a bit new and a bit light on content.

Lots of great VR flagship titles are overpriced and thin on content right now - that's just the state of the young VR market. But
very few of them will keep me revisiting them like this has the potential to.

But if the price still makes you seriously think twice, then just give it a while. See if more content is added (without punishing
DLC price tags) and if the main price comes down a bit. Then it really would be a no-brainer. Even with Uplay.

IKR.

Bug fixes for version 2019.3.26:
Hey all!

Another quick release to fix some of the most annoying bugs!
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 Added ghost chat all the time

 Added limit to kicks/bans during the game. Lobby is still infinite.

 Fix chat not working if game starts while virtual keyboard is open

 Fix random arrow pointing to weapons

 Improve profanity filter

 Fix dead host causing voting to tally endlessly

That should be about it this time! Let us know how you like the changes on Twitter or Discord[discord.gg].. Among Us New
Colors and More in 2019.4.24:

New Colors: Cyan and Lime. First 2019 Update!:
Hey everyone!

Sorry for the month delay, but this update is a pretty big one!

Big Changes. Among Us 2018 Holiday Update!:
Hey all!

Sorry this was posted elsewhere, I forgot to add it here. I'm still getting used to the Steam community stuffs.

Happy holidays from us at Innersloth! The end of the year is a pretty slow time for updates because of holidays, and we've been
working hard on The Henry Stickmin Collection and a new unannounced game. But we still wanted to be sure and put
something nice into Among Us as well, so along with fixes, we also added a holiday hat bundle.
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New stuff!. Server Issues and a new update!:

First, the server issues.
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